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We derive an exact operatorial reformulation of the rotational invariant slave boson method and
we apply it to describe the orbital differentiation in strongly correlated electron systems starting from
first principles. The approach enables us to treat strong electron correlations, spin-orbit coupling
and crystal field splittings on the same footing by exploiting the gauge invariance of the mean-field
equations. We apply our theory to the archetypical nuclear fuel UO2, and show that the ground
state of this system displays a pronounced orbital differention within the 5f manifold, with Mott
localized Γ8 and extended Γ7 electrons.

PACS numbers: 64, 71.30.+h, 71.27.+a

Orbital differentiation, where states with different or-
bital character exhibit different levels of correlation, is
a pervasive phenomena in condensed matter systems [1–
4], which gives rise to multiple functionalities in strongly
correlated multiorbital systems. In all known Mott sys-
tems in nature only a fraction of electrons form localized
magnetic moments, while the other electronic states are
extended (but away from the Fermi level). These systems
are commonly called “selective Mott insulators”, and the
transition into these states is called “orbitally selective
Mott transition”. Understanding the mechanism driv-
ing the selection process is a fundamental question in
condensed matter. This issue is especially nontrivial to
address in low-symmetry 5f electron systems, where the
competition between inter- and intra-orbital interactions,
the crystal field splittings (CFS) and the spin-orbit cou-
pling (SOC) is very complicated, as none of these energy
scales is negligible. Orbital differentiation is also a key is-
sue in the presence of disorder [5, 6] and/or charge order-
ing (Wigner-Mott transitions [7]), where only a fraction
of the electrons Mott-localize. Addressing these issues
quantitatively and in an unbiased “ab-initio” fashion is
very challenging. In this work we address the orbital dif-
ferentiation problem from an ab-initio perspective using
the rotationally invariant slave boson (RISB) mean-field
theory [8–10]. As we demonstrate, this method can be
derived from an exact operatorial reformulation of the
many-body problem, which reproduces the Gutzwiller
approximation [11] at the mean-field level [12, 13] and
constitutes a starting point to calculate further correc-
tions. By exploiting the gauge symmetry of the RISB
theory, we build efficient systematic algorithms which
enable us to solve the mean-field equations and eluci-
date the pattern of orbital differentiation even in low-

symmetry 5f electron systems. We apply this method to
UO2 [14] (the most widely used nuclear fuel), and pro-
vide new insight into the role of the CFS in the orbital
differentiation and the nature of the chemical bonds in
this material.

The multi-band Hubbard model:— Let us consider a
generic multi-band Hubbard model:

Ĥ=
∑
k

∑
ij=1,..,na

∑
α=1,..,Mi

∑
β=1,..,Mj

εαβk,ij c
†
kiαckjβ+Ĥ loc, (1)

where k is the momentum conjugate to the unit-cell label
R, the na atoms within the unit cell are labeled by i, j,
and the spin-orbitals are labeled by α, β. As in Refs. 9
and 15, the local interaction and the on-site energies are
both included within the definition of:

Ĥ loc ≡
∑
Ri

∑
AB

[
H loc
i

]
AB
|A,Ri〉〈B,Ri| , (2)

where |A,Ri〉 are local Fock states:

|A,Ri〉 = [c†Ri1]ν1(A). . . [c†RiMi
]νMi (A) |0〉 , (3)

and A = 1, .., 2Mi runs over all of the possible lists of oc-
cupation numbers {ν1(A), .., νMi

(A)}. In particular, in
this work we have used the Slater-Condon parametriza-
tion of the on-site interaction [16].

Slave Boson reformulation:— Here we derive the RISB
gauge theory and show that it constitutes an exact
reformulation of the generic Hubbard system defined
above. As in Ref. 9, we introduce a new set of fermionic
modes {fRia|a = 1, ..,Mi}, that we call quasi-particle
operators. Furthermore, we introduce a bosonic mode
ΦRiAn for each couple of fermionic local multiplets
(|A,Ri〉, |n,Ri〉) having equal number of electrons, i.e.,

NA ≡
∑Mi

a=1 νa(A) = Nn ≡
∑Mi

a=1 νa(n). Applying the
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algebra generated by {Φ†RiAn} and {f†Ria} to the vacuum
|0〉 generates a new Fock space HSB. We define “phys-
ical Hilbert space” the subspace hSB of HSB satisfying
the following equations (Gutzwiller constraints):

K0
Ri≡

∑
An

Φ†RiAnΦRiAn − Î=0 (4)

KRiab≡f†RiafRib−
∑
Anm

[F †iaFib]mn Φ†RiAnΦRiAm=0 , (5)

where Î is the identity, [Fia]nm ≡ 〈n,Ri| fRia |m,Ri〉,
and |n,Ri〉 and |m,Ri〉 are Fock states constructed as in

Eq. (3), but using the quasi-particle operators fRia.
In Ref. 15 it was shown that the following Hamiltonian

is an exact representation of Ĥ within hSB:

Ĥ =
∑
kijαβ

εαβk,ij c
†
kiαckjβ+

∑
RiAB

[H loc
i ]AB

∑
n

Φ†RiAnΦRiBn, (6)

where c†Riα ≡
∑
a R̂Riaα f

†
Ria, and the operators

R̂Riaα =
∑
AB

∑
nm

[F †iα]AB [F †ia]nm√
NA(Mi −NB)

Φ†RiAnΦRiBm (7)

are such that c†Riα are a representation in hSB of c†Riα. A

remarkable property of Ĥ is that it is invariant with re-
spect to the gauge Lie group generated by the Gutzwiller
constraint operators KRiab, see Eq. (5):

ei
∑
Riab θabKRiab Ĥ e−i

∑
Riab θabKRiab = Ĥ ∀ θ = θ† . (8)

In fact, Eq. (8) does not hold only within the subspace
hSB (which would be a trivial consequence of Eq. (5)),
but in the entire RISB Fock space HSB [17].

Operatorial formulation of RISB theory:— The opera-
tors R̂Riaα defined above are constructed in such a way
that c†Riα are a representation in the physical RISB sub-
space of the corresponding original fermionic operators
c†Riα. However, this construction is not unique. In par-
ticular, Eq. (7) can be modified as follows:

R̂Riaα=:
∑
AB

∑
nm

[F †iα]AB [F †ia]nm√
NA(Mi −NB)

Φ†RiAn[1̂+X̂AB ] ΦRiBm :

(9)
where “:” indicates the normal ordering [24], and X̂AB

is any normally-ordered algebraic combination of bosonic
ladder operators such that each term contains at least 2
modes. In fact, since X̂AB is normally-ordered and the
physical RISB states contain only one boson by construc-
tion, see Eq. (4), the matrix elements of Eqs. (7) and (9)
are independent of X̂AB within hSB.

Of course, any choice of X̂AB in Eq. (9) would be equiv-
alent if we were able to solve Ĥ exactly. However, this
choice affects the RISB mean-field approximation (that
we are going to introduce below). Interestingly, it is pos-
sible to construct X̂AB in such a way that: (i) the RISB
mean-field theory is exact for any uncorrelated Hubbard

Hamiltonian, and (ii) the invariance property [Eq. (8)]
of Ĥ with respect to the gauge group remains valid. To
the best of our knowledge, this operatorial construction,
which is derived in the supplemental material of this
work [17], was not provided in any previous work.

RISB mean-field theory:— At zero temperature, the
RISB mean-field theory consists in minimizing the ex-
pectation value of Ĥ with respect to |ΨMF〉 = |Ψ0〉⊗ |φ〉,
where |Ψ0〉 is a Slater determinant constructed with the

quasi-particle operators fRia, |φ〉 is a bosonic coherent
state, and the Gutzwiller constraints, see Eqs (4) and
(5), are enforced only in average.

It can be verified that taking the expectation value of
Eqs. (4) and (5) with respect to |ΨMF〉 gives:

Tr
[
φ†iφi

]
=1 ∀ i (10)

[∆pi]ab≡Tr
[
φ†iφiF

†
iaFib

]
=〈Ψ0|f†RiafRib|Ψ0〉 ∀ i ,(11)

where the matrix elements [φi]An, which we call “slave
boson amplitudes”, are the eigenvalues of the annihila-
tion operators ΦRiAn with respect to |φ〉. Similarly, it
can be verified that the expectation value of Ĥ with re-
spect to |ΨMF〉 (normalized to the number of k-points
N ) is given by:

E ≡ 1

N
〈ΨMF| Ĥ |ΨMF〉 =

∑
i

Tr
[
φiφ

†
i H

loc
i

]
+

1

N
∑
kij

∑
ab

[
Ri εk,ijR

†
j

]
ab
〈Ψ0| f†kiafkjb |Ψ0〉 , (12)

where [Ri]aα ≡ 〈φ| R̂Riaα |φ〉 is given by:

[Ri]aα = Tr
[
φ†iF

†
iαφiFib

][
∆pi(1− [∆pi])

]− 1
2

ba
, (13)

1 is the identity matrix, and R̂Riaα are the renormaliza-
tion operators represented in Eq. (9), and constructed
explicitly in the supplemental material [17]. The RISB
mean-field theory amounts to minimize Eq. (12) with re-
spect to |ΨMF〉 while fulfilling Eqs. (10) and (11).

Advantages of the gauge invariant formulation:— As
shown in the supplemental material [17], the above con-
strained minimization problem can be conveniently cast
— analogously to DMFT [25–27] — as a root problem for
the variables (Ri, λi), where Ri were defined in Eq. (13),
and λi are matrices of Lagrange multipliers introduced
in order to enforce the Gutzwiller constraints [Eq. (11)].
These variables encode the so called “Gutzwiller self en-
ergy” of each inequivalent atom, that is defined as:

Σi(ω) ≡ (I −R†iRi )(R
†
iRi )

−1 ω + (R−1
i λiR†−1

i ) , (14)

where Zi ≡ R†iRi are matrices of quasi-particle weights.
Let us represent formally the above-mentioned root prob-
lem as follows:

F [(R1, λ1), ..., (Rna , λna)] = 0 , (15)
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where na is the number of inequivalent atoms within the
unit cell. As shown in the supplemental material [17],
each evaluation of F requires to solve na impurity mod-
els, where the bath has the same dimension of the impu-
rity for each inequivalent atom [15]. An important ad-
vantage of the present formulation with respect to Ref. 15
is that, by virtue of Eq. (8), Eq. (15) has a manifold of
physically equivalent solutions, which are mapped one
into the other by the following group of gauge transfor-
mations: Ri → u†i (θi)Ri, λi → u†i (θi)λi ui(θi), where
ui(θi) ≡ eiθi are generic unitary matrices. This prop-
erty effectively reduces the dimension of the root prob-
lem, which makes the code more stable and speeds up
the convergence by reducing substantially the number of
evaluations of F necessary to solve Eq. (15). Remarkably,
we found that exploiting the gauge freedom mentioned
above is essential in order to study strongly correlated
materials where the SOC and the CFS are equally im-
portant, which generally makes the structure of Σi(ω)
particularly complex [28]. Further technical details are
discussed in the supplemental material [17].

Calculations of UO2:— UO2 is widely used as a nu-
clear fuel. At ambient pressure it is a Mott insulator
and crystallizes in a cubic fluorite structure. Given the
importance of this material, its electronic structure and
energetics have been extensively investigated both ex-
perimentally and theoretically, e.g., with DFT+U [30–
32] and other single-particle approaches [33, 34]. How-
ever, within these techniques it is not possible to ad-
dress the properties of the paramagnetic state of this
material, which is stable above the Néel temperature
TN ' 30.8K [35]. Because of this reason, several DMFT
studies of paramagnetic UO2 have been recently per-
formed [14, 36–38]. A particularly important statement
concerning the orbital differentiation of the U-5f elec-
trons was made in Refs. [14, 36], where it was observed
that the 5f5/2 states are Mott localized, while the 5f7/2

states are extended (but gapped). However, these stud-
ies did not investigate how this conclusion is influenced
by the crystal field effects, which is the main goal of
this paper. For this purpose, we perform charge self-
consistent LDA+RISB simulations of paramagnetic UO2

taking fully into account the CFS. As in Ref. [15], we uti-
lize the density functional theory [39] code WIEN2K [40]
and employ the standard ”fully localized limit” form for
the double-counting functional [16]. These calculations
would have been prohibitive without the algorithms de-
rived in this work [17].

As in Ref. [36], in this work we assume that the Hund’s
coupling constant is J = 0.6 eV . In the upper panel of
Fig. 1 are shown the LDA and LDA+RISB total energies
E(V ) obtained at zero temperature for U = 10 eV [17].
The corresponding pressure (P-V) curves, obtained from
P (V ) = −dE/dV , are shown in the lower panel in com-
parison with the experimental data of Ref. [41] (which
were obtained at room temperature). The RISB P-V

E 
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1

2
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LDA+RISB
Expt.

P 
(G

Pa
)
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20
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40

V (Å3/f.u.)
35 37.5 45 47.5

Figure 1. (Color online) Zero temperature LDA and
LDA+RISB total energies (upper panel) and corresponding
pressure-volume phase diagrams compared with the room-
temperature experiments of Ref. [41] (lower panel).

curve and, in particular, the experimental equilibrium
volume Veq ' 41 Å3/f.u., compare remarkably well with
the experiments. This favorable comparison with the ex-
periments gives us confidence that our theoretical ap-
proach is able to describe the ground-state properties
of this material. As shown in the supplemental mate-
rial [17], the P-V curve (and, in particular, the equilib-
rium volume) is essentially identical for U = 8 eV , which
is the value assumed in Ref. [36]. Furthermore, reducing
U from 10 eV to 8 eV does not influence appreciably the
electronic structure of UO2 at Veq [42].

In order to describe the orbital differentiation in UO2

taking into account the CFS, it is necessary to decompose
the U-5f single-particle space in irreducible representa-
tions of the double O point symmetry group [29, 44] of
the U atoms. It can be shown that this repartition con-
sists in: 1 Γ6(2) doublet, 2 Γ7(2) doublets and 2 Γ8(4)
quartets [45]. These irreducible representations are gen-
erated by the following states:

|Γ6, 7/2,±〉=
√

5/12 |7/2,±7/2〉+
√

7/12 |7/2,∓1/2〉
|Γ7, 7/2,±〉=∓

√
3/4 |7/2,±5/2〉±

√
1/4 |7/2,∓3/2〉

|Γ(1)
8 , 7/2,±〉=±

√
7/12 |7/2,±7/2〉∓

√
5/12 |7/2,∓1/2〉

|Γ(2)
8 , 7/2,±〉=∓

√
1/4 |7/2,±5/2〉∓

√
3/4 |7/2,∓3/2〉

|Γ7, 5/2,±〉=
√

5/6 |5/2,±3/2〉−
√

1/6 |5/2,∓5/2〉
|Γ(1)

8 , 5/2,±〉=
√

1/6 |5/2,±3/2〉+
√

5/6 |5/2,∓5/2〉

|Γ(2)
8 , 5/2,±〉= |5/2,±1/2〉 , (16)

which are expressed in terms of the conventional basis of
eigenstates of the total angular momentum (JJ basis). By
virtue of the Schur lemma [29], the entries of the U-5f
self energy Σ(ω) coupling states belonging to inequiva-
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Table I. Eigenvalues of the 5f quasi-particle matrix Z and cor-
responding orbital occupations for LDA+RISB calculations
at U = 10 eV . Theoretical results obtained by taking into
account the crystal field splittings and by neglecting them.

w/ CFS Γ8(4) Γ7(2) Γ8(4) Γ7(2) Γ6(2)

Z 0 0.92 0.92 0.95 0.95

n 1.92 0.14 0.08 0.06 0.04

w/o CFS 5/2 7/2

Z 0 0.96

n 1.98 0.16

lent irreducible representations are equal to 0. However,
the total angular momentum J2 is not a good quantum
number, as the matrix elements of Σ(ω) coupling the fol-
lowing states are allowed: |Γ7, 5/2,±〉 with |Γ7, 7/2,∓〉,
|Γ(1)

8 , 5/2,±〉 with |Γ(2)
8 , 7/2,∓〉 and |Γ(2)

8 , 5/2,±〉 with

|Γ(2)
8 , 7/2,±〉. Furthermore, the 5/2 and 7/2 states are

not degenerate [17]. Note that these CFS are present be-
cause of the crystal structure, and would not exist if the
environment of the U atoms was isotropic.

The main goals of this work are: (1) to show that the
CFS affect substantially the electronic structure of UO2,
and (2) to describe and explain the pattern of orbital
differentiation of the U-5f electrons in this material.

In Table I are shown the eigenvalues of the 5f quasi-
particle matrix Z = R†R obtained by taking into account
the CFS and the corresponding orbital occupations. The
approximate results calculated by averaging over the CFS
are also shown. The details of the averaging procedure
are described in the supplemental material. We observe
that when the CFS are taken into account the selective
Mott localization occurs only within the Γ8 sector, while
the eigenvalues of Z of the other 5f degrees of freedom are
relatively large. More precisely, Z has 4 null eigenvalues
with Γ8 character. On the other hand, when the CFS are
neglected [14, 36], the Mott localization can only occur
within the entire 5/2 sector, which is 6 times degenerate.
It is important also to observe that when the CFS are
taken into account the Mott localized Γ8 states do not
have a well defined total angular momentum J2. In fact,
we found that the eigenstates of Z with null eigenvalues
are the following:

|1〉 ' 0.939 |Γ(1)
8 , 5/2,+〉+ 0.343 |Γ(2)

8 , 7/2,−〉

|2〉 ' 0.939 |Γ(1)
8 , 5/2,−〉+ 0.343 |Γ(2)

8 , 7/2,+〉

|3〉 ' 0.939 |Γ(2)
8 , 5/2,+〉+ 0.343 |Γ(1)

8 , 7/2,−〉

|4〉 ' 0.939 |Γ(2)
8 , 5/2,−〉+ 0.343 |Γ(1)

8 , 7/2,+〉 , (17)

which have considerably mixed J2 character. A further
indication of the importance of the CFS in UO2 is given
by the orbital occupations of the U-5f electrons. In fact,
the occupation corresponding to the Mott localized 5f

electrons is 1.92, while the remaining 0.32 5f electrons
are extended (but gapped). Instead, when the CFS are
neglected, the total number of Mott localized 5f elec-
trons is 1.98, while the occupation of the extended 5f
degrees of freedom is only 0.16. The fact that the over-
all occupancy of the 5f levels deviates considerably from
an integer value confirms the importance of covalency ef-
fects in UO2, which has been pointed out also in previous
experimental and theoretical studies [46–49]. Note also
that the Mott-localized Γ8 degrees of freedom have occu-
pancy close to integer, which is a factor that is known to
promote localization [3].

Let us now address the question of what is the physical
origin of the strong CFS orbital differentiation in UO2.
The first important observation is that the importance
of the CFS splittings in UO2 is not related with the U-
5f crystal fields (on-site energy splittings) [2–4], which
are very small in this material (∼ 7meV ). In fact, a di-
rect calculation shows that neglecting the CFS contribu-
tions to the on-site energy splittings [17] does not affect
sensibly any of the results considered above (data not
shown). Furthermore, we find that the total energy of
the approximate solution obtained by averaging over the
crystal fields is about 0.59 eV/f.u. higher with respect
to the solution where the CFS are taken into account,
which is a much larger energy scale with respect to the
above mentioned on-site energy splittings. These obser-
vations and the data in Table I indicate that the main
physical reason why it is essential to take into account
the CFS concerns the above mentioned covalent nature
of the bonds in UO2, i.e., the hybridization between the
U-5f and the uncorrelated electrons (in particular, the
O-2p states). In particular, we note that neglecting the
CFS implies (by construction) that the |Γ7, 5/2,±〉 elec-
trons are Mott localized, which leads to an underestima-
tion of the contributions to the energy arising from the
hybridization of these electrons with the O-2p bands. On
the other hand, taking into account the CFS enables to
capture the fact that the hybridization of the Γ7 electrons
is larger with respect to the Γ8 localized states [37].

More details about the electronic structure of UO2 are
reported in the supplemental material [17].

In summary, we have derived an exact RISB reformula-
tion of the multiband Hubbard model, which establishes
the foundation of the mean-field approximation and con-
stitutes a starting point for calculations beyond mean-
field. The gauge invariance of our theory resulted also
in substantial algorithmic advancements, which make it
possible to study from first principles the energetics and
the electronic structure of strongly correlated materials
taking into account simultaneously electron correlations,
SOC and CFS. By utilizing our theoretical approach, we
have performed first principle calculations of the orbital-
selective Mott insulator UO2, finding good agreement
with available experimental data. Furthermore, we have
demonstrated that taking into account the CFS is essen-
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tial in order to capture the correct pattern of orbital dif-
ferentiation between the U-5f states, and that the main
physical reason underlying the CFS orbital differentia-
tion in UO2 is not the contribution of the crystal field
on-site energies (which is essentially negligible), but con-
cerns the hybridization between the U-5f and the O-2p
electrons [37], which originates covalent bonds in this ma-
terial [46–49]. The strong orbital differentiation between
the Γ8 and the Γ7 electrons could be directly detected
experimentally, e.g., by means of angle-resolved photoe-
mission techniques [50, 51], which would enable us to
discriminate between the spectral contributions of the
different states based on their symmetry properties. In
particular, based on the orbital occupations of Table I
and the Friedel sum rule, we predict that the 5f spec-
tral weight [52, 53] below the Fermi level has mostly Γ8

character — while it would have also a substantial Γ7

contribution if the CFS orbital differentiation was a neg-
ligible effect. The analysis presented here is very general
and could be applied also to other f electron systems,
e.g., to materials displaying strong magnetic anisotropy
or more general forms of multipolar order [54].
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Supplemental Material:
Operatorial Formulation of the Rotationally Invariant Slave Boson Theory and

Mapping between Slave Boson Amplitudes and Embedding System

In this supplemental material we provide the details of the construction of the RISB renormaliza-
tion operators. Furthermore, we discuss the most important technical and algorithmic advantages
of the gauge invariance formulation of the RISB mean field theory presented in the main text
with respect to the formulation of Ref. 1. Finally, we present several additional details about our
calculations of UO2. In particular, we explain the exact definition of the averaging procedure with
respect to the crystal field splittings, which was introduced in the main text. Furthermore, we
present a few additional details about the electronic structure of this material.

I. CONSTRUCTION OF THE RISB HAMILTONIAN

In the main text we have defined the physical subspace hSB as the subspace of the RISB Hilbert spaceHSB satisfying
the following equations, which are called “Gutzwiller constraints”:∑

An

Φ†RiAnΦRiAn=1 ∀R, i (1)∑
Anm

[F †iaFib]mn Φ†RiAnΦRiAm=f†RiafRib ∀R, i, a, b , (2)

where

[Fia]nm ≡ 〈n,Ri| fRia |m,Ri〉 . (3)

In Ref. 2 it was shown that hSB is spanned by the following states:

|A,Ri〉 =
1√
DiA

∑
n

Φ†RiAn
[
f†Ri1

]ν1(n)
. . .
[
f†RiMi

]νMi (n)|0〉 = U |A,Ri〉 , (4)

where DiA ≡
(
Mi

NA

)
is a binomial coefficient, which enforces the normalization of these states. In fact, it can be readily

verified that:

〈A,Ri|B,R′j〉 = 〈A,Ri|B,R′j〉 = δRR′δijδAB . (5)

The unitary operator U defined in Eq. (4) defines the mapping between the original Fock space and hSB.

A. The RISB Renormalization Operators

In this subsection we will construct explicitly the RISB renormalization operators R̂Riaα introduced in the main
text. Our goal consists in constructing with {ΦRiAn} and {Φ†RiAn} a set of operators R̂Riaα such that the operators

c†Riα ≡
∑
a

R̂Riaα[ΦRiAn,Φ
†
RiAn] f†Ria (6)

satisfy the following property:

〈A,Ri| c†Riα |B,Ri〉 = 〈A,Ri| c†Riα |B,Ri〉 ∀A,B . (7)

Furthermore, we require that our renormalization operators reproduce the mean field equations of Ref. 2.
We will proceed by providing directly the operators R̂Riaα and demonstrating that they satisfy the above mentioned

requirements by inspection.
Let us introduce the matrices:

[∆̂p]Riab ≡
∑
Anm

[F †iaFib]mn Φ†RiAnΦRiAm (8)
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[∆̂h]Riab ≡
∑
Anm

[FibF
†
ia]mn Φ†RiAnΦRiAm . (9)

Note that the elements (a, b) of ∆̂p and ∆̂h are operators. For later convenience, we define also the corresponding
operatorial matrix products:

[∆̂p • ∆̂h]Riab ≡ [∆̂p]Riac[∆̂h]Ricb (10)

and the powers:

[∆̂p]
[l]
Riab ≡ [∆̂p]Riac1 [∆̂p]Ric1c2 ... [∆̂p]Ricl−1b (11)

[∆̂h]
[l]
Riab ≡ [∆̂h]Riac1 [∆̂h]Ric1c2 ... [∆̂h]Ricl−1b (12)

[∆̂p]
[l=0]
Riab = [∆̂h]

[l=0]
Riab ≡ δab , (13)

where the symbols “[l]” and “•” indicate that we are doing matrix products. Finally, we introduce the following series
of operators: [

1̂− ∆̂p

][− 1
2 ]

≡
∞∑
r=0

(−1)r
( 1

2

r

)
[∆̂p][r] (14)

[
1̂− ∆̂h

][− 1
2 ]

≡
∞∑
r=0

(−1)r
( 1

2

r

)
[∆̂h][r] , (15)

where
(
a
b

)
is the usual notation for the binomial coefficient and 1̂ indicates the identity operator.

As we are going to show below, the following renormalization operators satisfy the desired properties, i.e., Eqs. (6)
and (7):

R̂Riaα ≡
∑

ABnmb

[F †iα]AB [F †ib]nm√
NA(Mi−NB)

: Φ†RiAn

[
1̂+
(√

NA(Mi−NB)−1
)∑
Cl

Φ†RiClΦRiCl

][[
1̂− ∆̂p

][− 1
2 ]

•
[
1̂− ∆̂h

][− 1
2 ]
]
Riba

ΦRiBm : , (16)

where “:” indicates the normal ordering.
Note that Eq. (16) contains a term proportional to

∑
Cl Φ

†
RiClΦRiCl, which was not present in the definition of

Ref. 2. It is thanks to this additional term that, as we are going to show, Eq. (16) reproduces the GA at the mean-field
level while it is — at the same time — also fully justified from the operatorial perspective.

1. Proof that R̂Riab have correct action on physical states

In order to prove that R̂Riab satisfies Eqs. (6) and (7) we observe that these operators act on the physical states
exactly as

R̂Riaα ≡
∑
AB

∑
nm

[F †iα]AB [F †ia]nm√
NA(Mi −NB)

Φ†RiAnΦRiBm (17)

=
∑
AB

∑
nm

1

NA

√
DiB

DiA
[F †iα]AB [F †ia]nmΦ†RiAnΦRiBm ,

see Eq. (4), which were shown to have the correct action over the physical space in Ref. 2.
As discussed in the main text, the reason why Eqs. (16) and (17) are equivalent within the subspace of physical

sates is that, since the bosonic operators are normally ordered, all of the terms of Eq. (16) containing more than one
bosonic annihilation operator are zero when they act on the physical states, see Eq. (4).

It is useful to observe that, thanks to the normal ordering, Eq. (16) is well defined not only within the subspace of
physical states, but also on the states with any finite number of bosonic operators. In fact, if Eq. (16) is applied to
any state with nB slave bosons (or less), the terms of the series [Eqs. (14) and (15)] with r > nB do not contribute.
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2. Mean field renormalization factors

Let us now prove that Eq. (16) reproduces the renormalization coefficients of Ref. 2 at the mean-field level.
As discussed in the main text, the zero-temperature RISB mean-field theory consists in searching the ground state

of the Ĥ in the whole RISB Hilbert space assuming a variational wavefunction represented as

|ΨSB〉 = |Ψ0〉 ⊗ |φ〉 , (18)

where |Ψ0〉 is a Slater determinant constructed with the quasi-particle ladder operators fRia, |φ〉 is a bosonic coherent
state, and the Gutzwiller constraints, see Eqs. (1) and (2), are enforced only in average.

It can be verified that taking the expectation value of Eqs. (1) and (2) with respect to the variational state [Eq. (18)]
gives the following equations:

Tr
[
φ†iφi

]
=1 ∀ i (19)

Tr
[
φ†iφi F

†
iaFib

]
=〈Ψ0| f†RiafRib |Ψ0〉 ∀ i, a, b , (20)

where the matrix elements [φi]An are the eigenvalues of the ladder operators ΦRiAn with respect to the variational
coherent state |φ〉.

Let us now calculate the average of Eq. (16) with respect to a bosonic coherent state |φ〉. The essential observation

is that the term
∑
Cl Φ

†
RiClΦRiCl of Eq. (16) is equivalent to the identity at the mean field level because of the first

Gutzwiller constraint, see Eq. (19). Consequently, this term cancels out the factors
√
NA(Mi −NB) from Eq. (16).

Thus, it can be straightforwardly verified that:

Riaα[φ] ≡ 〈φ| R̂Riaα |φ〉

= Tr
[
φ†iF

†
iαφiFib

]
[(1− [∆pi])(1− [∆hi])]

− 1
2

ba

= Tr
[
φ†iF

†
iαφiFib

]
[∆pi(1− [∆pi])]

− 1
2

ba , (21)

where 1 is the identity matrix (1ab = δab ∀a, b), and

[∆pi]ab ≡ 〈φ| [∆̂p]Riab|φ〉 = Tr
[
φ†iφi F

†
iaFib

]
(22)

[∆hi]ab ≡ 〈φ| [∆̂h]Riab|φ〉 = Tr
[
φ†iφi FibF

†
ia

]
(23)

are matrices of complex numbers. Equation (21) coincides with the mean field renormalization matrices proposed in
Ref. 2.

II. GAUGE INVARIANCE RISB HAMILTONIAN: PROOF OF EQ. 8 MAIN TEXT

A. Gauge group

From Eqs. (1) and (2) it follows that

G0(ζ) ≡ ei
∑
Ri ζRiK

0
Ri = 1 ∀ ζ (24)

G(θ) ≡ ei
∑
Riab θRiabKRiab = 1 ∀ θ = θ† (25)

where

K0
Ri ≡

∑
An

Φ†RiAnΦRiAn − I (26)

KRiab ≡ f†RiafRib −
∑
Anm

[F †iaFib]mn Φ†RiAnΦRiAm , (27)

and I is the identity operator. We observe that:

G(θ) ΦRiAn G
†(θ)=

∑
m

URi(θRi)mnΦRiAm (28)
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G(θ) f†Ria G
†(θ) = uRi(θRi)ba f

†
Rib , (29)

where

URi(θRi) ≡ ei
∑
ab θRiabF

†
iaFib (30)

and

uRi(θRi) ≡ eiθRi (31)

is the corresponding restriction within the single-particle space.

B. The RISB Hamiltonian

It can be readily verified that, as shown in Ref. 2, the bosonic operator

Ĥ
loc
≡
∑
Ri

∑
AB

[H loc
i ]AB

∑
n

Φ†RiAnΦRiBn (32)

is a faithful representation of Ĥ loc, i.e., that:

〈A,Ri| Ĥ
loc
|B,Ri〉 = 〈A,Ri| Ĥ loc |B,Ri〉 ∀A,B . (33)

In summary, we have shown that the Hubbard Hamiltonian can be equivalently represented in the RISB physical
Hilbert space as follows:

Ĥ =
∑
kij,αβ

εαβk,ij c
†
kiαckjβ + Ĥ

loc
, (34)

where c†kiα are the representation in momentum space of the operators defined by Eqs. (6) and (16), and Ĥ
loc

is given
by Eq. (32).

C. Gauge Invariance of RISB Hamiltonian

A remarkable property of Ĥ, see Eq. (34) is that it is gauge invariant in the whole RISB Fock space HSB, and not
only within the subspace hSB of physical states. In fact, it is straightforward to verify that

G(θ) [∆̂p]Riab G†(θ) = tui(θi)aa′ [∆̂p]Ria′b′
tu†i (θi)b′b (35)

G(θ) R̂Riaα G†(θ) = u†i (θi)ab R̂Ribα (36)

G(θ) f†Ria G
†(θ) = ui(θi)ba f

†
Rib (37)

G(θ) Ĥ
loc
G†(θ) = Ĥ

loc
, (38)

and that, consequently,

G(θ) Ĥ G†(θ) = Ĥ ∀ θ = θ† . (39)

This completes the proof of Eq. 8 of the main text.

III. THE RISB MEAN-FIELD LAGRANGE FUNCTION

Let us consider the RISB theory at the mean field level, which was introduced in the main text. Similarly to Ref. 1,
the corresponding energy constrained minization problem can be conveniently formulated by utilizing the following
Lagrange function:

LSB[φ,Ec; R,R†, λ; D,D†, λc; ∆p] = − lim
T→0

T
N
∑
k

∑
m∈Z

Tr log

(
1

i(2m+ 1)πT −RεkR† − λ+ µ

)
ei(2m+1)πT 0+
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+
∑
i

Tr

[
φiφ

†
i H

loc
i +

∑
aα

(
[Di]aα φ

†
i F
†
iα φi Fia + H.c.

)
+
∑
ab

[λci ]ab φ
†
iφi F

†
iaFib

]
+
∑
i

Eci

(
1− Tr

[
φ†iφi

])
−
∑
i

[∑
ab

(
[λi]ab + [λci ]ab

)
[∆pi]ab +

∑
caα

(
[Di]aα [Ri]cα

[
∆pi(1−∆pi)

] 1
2

cα
+ c.c.

)]
. (40)

As in Ref. 1, λci , λi and Di are matrices of Lagrange multipliers: (i) λci enforces the definition of ∆pi in terms of
the RISB amplitudes, see Eq. (11) (left); (ii) λi enforces the Gutzwiller constraints, see Eq. (11) (right); and (iii)
Di enforces the definition of Ri, see Eq. (13). The main advantage of this reformulation is that LSB depends only
quadratically on the RISB amplitudes.

A. Gauge transformation

It can be readily verified by inspection that LSB is invariant with respect to the following group of gauge transfor-
mations:

φi −→ φi Ui(θi) , ∆pi −→ tui(θi) ∆pi
tui
†
(θi) , (41)

Ri −→ u†i (θi)Ri , λi −→ u†i (θi)λi ui(θi) , (42)

Di −→ tui(θi)Di , λci −→ u†i (θi)λ
c
i ui(θi) , (43)

where Ui(θi) ≡ ei
∑
ab[θi]abF

†
iaFib , and ui(θi) ≡ eiθi is the corresponding restriction within the single-particle space.

Consequently, given any set of RISB parameters such that LSB is stationary with respect to all of its arguments, a
manifold of infinite physically-equivalent solutions can be found by applying to it the above-mentioned continue group
of Gauge transformations.

In order to study real materials it is often important to exploit the point symmetry of the system, which enables
us to reduce the dimensionality of the manifold of RISB solutions, thus reducing the computational complexity of the
problem. In particular, as we are goint to discuss, it is often useful to transform a solution found in a given basis
into a different representation. For this purpose, it is desirable to work with a Lagrange function which is explicitly
covariant with respect to the point group of the system.

In this section we are going to show that while the gauge-invariant Lagrange function is explicitly covariant under
changes of basis with respect to the symmetry point group of the system, the natural-basis gauge fixing breaks this
property (as it happens in electrodynamics).

B. Change of basis

Let us assume that we have found a saddle point of the RISB Lagrange function in a given basis, so that the
dispersion is εk,ij and the coefficients appearing in Eq. (32) are the elements of a given set of matrices H loc

i . Then,
we reformulate the same problem in a new basis obtained from the previous by applying the following local change of
basis:

c†Riα −→ L̄Ri c
†
Riα L̄

†
Ri ≡

∑
α′

[Li]α′α c
†
Riα′ , (44)

so that

εk,ij −→ L†i εk,ij Lj (45)

H loc
i −→ L̄†RiH

loc
i L̄Ri . (46)

It can be readily verified that, within the gauge invariant Lagrange formulation, the RISB solution transforms as
follows under the above-mentioned change of basis:

φi −→ L̄†Ri φi L̄Ri (47)

∆pi −→ tLi ∆pi
tL†i (48)

λci −→ L†i λ
c
i Li (49)

λi −→ L†i λi Li (50)
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Ri −→ L†i Ri Li (51)

Di −→ tLi Di
tL†i . (52)

Note that if the problem is formulated applying the natural-basis gauge fixing the transformations of the RISB
variational parameters are no longer similarity transformations. For instance, it can be readily shown that:

φi −→ L̄†Ri φi (53)

n0 −→ n0 (54)

Ri −→ Ri LRi . (55)

C. Imposing the symmetries

Let us assume that the Hubbard Hamiltonian is expressed in a given basis c†Riα, and that the system is invariant
with respect to a given point group {ḡRin} ≡ ḠRi of symmetry transformations centered at the site (R, i) such that
the ladder operators transform as follows:

c†Riα −→ ḡRin c
†
Riα ḡ

†
Rin =

∑
α′

[gRin]α′α c
†
Riα′ . (56)

In order to exploit the symmetry defined above it is convenient to choose a basis such that the matrices gRin are
represented as a sum of irreducible representations and these representations are set to be equal whenever they are
equivalent. From now on we are going to define such a basis a “symmetry basis”. A practical method to construct
such a representation is provided in the supplemental material.

As shown in Refs. 3, if the Hubbard Hamiltonian is represented in a symmetry basis, the condition that both the
Gutzwiller projector and the GA variational Slater determinant are invariant with respect to ḠRi amounts to impose
that the RISB amplitudes satisfy the following condition:

[ḡRin, φi] = 0 ∀ ḡRin ∈ ḠRi . (57)

This condition reduces the dimension of the most general matrix φi respecting the symmetries in the way established
by the Shur lemma.

From the definitions of ∆pi and Ri, see Eqs. (22) and (21), and from Eq. (57) it can be readily verified that

[tgRin,∆pi] = [gRin,Ri] = 0 ∀ ḡRin ∈ ḠRi , (58)

where the single-particle matrices gRin were defined in Eq. (56). Since Di, λi and λci are matrices of Lagrange
multipliers, they retain the structure of their conjugate variables. Consequently, they satisfy the following relations:

[tgRin,Dpi] = [gRin, λi] = [gRin, λ
c
i ] = 0 ∀ ḡRin ∈ ḠRi . (59)

We point out that working with the gauge-invariant Lagrange function, see Eq. (40), has the advantage that in this
formulation the symmetry conditions on the variational parameters are covariant with respect to changes of basis,
i.e.:

[ḡRin, φi] = 0 =⇒ [ḡ′Rin, φ
′
i] = 0 (60)[

tgRin,∆pi

]
= 0 =⇒

[
tg′Rin,∆

′
pi

]
= 0 (61)

[gRin, λ
c
i ] = 0 =⇒ [g′Rin, λ

c′
i ] = 0 (62)

[gRin, λi] = 0 =⇒ [g′Rin, λ
′
i] = 0 (63)

[gRin,Ri] = 0 =⇒ [g′Rin,R′i] = 0 (64)[
tgRin,Di

]
= 0 =⇒

[
tg′Rin,D′i

]
= 0 , (65)

where φ′i, ∆′pi, λ
c′
i , λ′i, R′i and D′i are the transformed of the RISB variational parameters according to Eqs. (47)-(52),

and

ḡ′Rin ≡ L̄
†
Ri ḡRin L̄Ri (66)

g′Rin ≡ L
†
i gRin Li . (67)

As we are going to see, working with a Lagrange function explicitly covariant under changes of basis turns out to
be practically useful when the system under consideration is constituted by a main term with high symmetry and a
smaller perturbation breaking part of its symmetry (which is a very common situation).
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IV. REFORMULATION USING EMBEDDING HAMILTONIAN

In Ref. 1 it was introduced a mapping between the matrices φi and the Hilbert space of states |Φi〉 of an impurity
system composed by the i-impurity and an uncorrelated bath with the same dimension, which provided an insightful
physical interpretation of the parameters φi based on the Schmidt decomposition. In this section we will discuss
this mapping in relation with the transformation properties of the RISB solution under changes of basis discussed in
Sec. III B.

For completeness, we first summarize the derivation of the above-mentioned mapping. Let us define a copy of the
Fock space generated by the states defined in Eq. (4):

|A, i〉 ≡
[
ĉ†i1
]ν1(A)

. . .
[
ĉ†iMi

]νMi (A) |0〉 (68)

|n, i〉 ≡
[
f̂†i1
]ν1(n)

. . .
[
f̂†iMi

]νMi (n) |0〉 . (69)

We call this Fock space “embedding system”, and expand the most general of its vectors as follows:

|Φi〉 ≡
∑
An

ei
π
2Nn(Nn−1) [φi]An UPH |A, i〉|n, i〉 , (70)

where Nn is the number of electrons in |n, i〉 and UPH is the particle-hole (PH) transformation satisfying the following
identities,

U†PH f̂
†
ia UPH = f̂ia (71)

U†PH f̂ia UPH = f̂†ia (72)

U†PH ĉ
†
iα UPH = ĉ†iα (73)

U†PH ĉiα UPH = ĉiα , (74)

i.e., acting only on the f̂ degrees of freedom.
Let us consider the embedding states such that the matrix φi appearing in Eq. (70) couples only states with

NA = Nn, i.e., that:

N̂ tot
i |Φi〉 = Mi |Φi〉 , (75)

where

N̂ tot
i ≡

∑
a

f̂†iaf̂ia +
∑
α

ĉ†iαĉiα (76)

is the total number operator in the embedding system Ei, and Mi is the number of spin-orbitals in the R, i space.
By identifying the matrix φi of Eq. (70) satsfying the properties defined above with the RISB amplitudes, we have
defined a one-to-one mapping between the space of RISB amplitudes φi and the states |Φi〉 of the embedding system.
As pointed out in Ref. 1, within this representation the RISB Lagrange function [Eq. (40)] can be rewritten as follows:

LSB[|Φ〉, Ec; R,R†, λ; D,D†, λc; ∆p] = − lim
T→0

T
N
∑
k

∑
m∈Z

Tr log

(
1

i(2m+ 1)πT −RεkR† − λ− η + µ

)
ei(2m+1)πT 0+

+
∑
i

[
〈Φi| Ĥemb

i [Di,D†i ;λ
c
i ] |Φi〉+ Eci (1− 〈Φi|Φi〉)

]
−
∑
i

[∑
ab

([λi]ab + [λci ]ab) [∆pi]ab +
∑
caα

(
[Di]aα [Ri]cα [∆pi(1−∆pi)]

1
2
ca + c.c.

)]
, (77)

where

Ĥemb
i [Di, λci ] ≡ Ĥ loc

i [{ĉ†iα}, {ĉiα}] +∑
aα

(
[Di]aα ĉ

†
iαf̂ia + H.c.

)
+
∑
ab

[λci ]ab f̂ibf̂
†
ia (78)

and |Φi〉 is an eigenstate of N̂ tot
i with eigenvalue Mi, see Eq. (75).
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1. Unitary transformations of φi

For later convenience it is useful to express the action of a unitary similarity transformation of φi

φi −→ X† φiX (79)

in terms of the corresponding embedding state |Φi〉. A direct calculation shows that, if we assume that[
X,

Mi∑
α=1

F †iαFiα

]
= 0 , (80)

applying Eq. (79) to φi amounts to apply the following unitary operator to the corresponding embedding state:

|Φi〉 −→ X † |Φi〉 , (81)

where

X † ≡ X† ⊗ UPH
tX U†PH (82)

and “⊗” indicates the tensor product between an operator acting only onto the ĉ degrees of freedom (left) and an

operator acting only onto the f̂ degrees of freedom (right).
Let us now assume that X is a single-particle unitary transformation represented as

X = ei
∑
αβ ξαβ F

†
iαFiβ (83)

and x is its restriction within the corresponding single-particle space. Under this assumption Eq. (82) reduces to

X † = ei
∑
a ξaa e−i

∑
αβ ξαβ [ĉ†iαĉiβ+f̂†iαf̂iβ] , (84)

which is a single-particle unitary transformation acting on the ĉ and f̂ ladder operators as follows:

X † ĉ†iα X ≡
∑
α′

x†α′α ĉ
†
iα′ (85)

X † f̂†ia X ≡
∑
a′

x†a′a f̂
†
ia′ . (86)

In summary, we have shown that applying a similarity single-particle unitary transformation to φi, see Eq. (79), is
equivalent to apply the single-particle unitary operator [Eq. (84)] to the corresponding embedding state |Φi〉, which
satisfies Eqs. (85) and (86). Note that, unless ξ is traceless, the vacuum state of the embedding system acquires a
phase under this transformation.

2. Change of basis

For later convenience, it is useful to show how Ĥemb
i transforms under under changes of basis. It can be readily

verified using Eqs. (46), (49) and (52) that

Ĥemb
i −→ L̄emb†

i Ĥemb
i L̄emb

i (87)

where L̄emb
i is a single-particle unitary transformation defined as follows:

L̄emb†
i ĉ†iα L̄

emb
i ≡

∑
α′

[L†i ]α′α ĉ
†
iα (88)

L̄emb†
i f̂†iα L̄

emb
i ≡

∑
α′

[L†i ]α′α f̂
†
iα . (89)

In particular, this observation implies that the eigenvalues of Ĥemb
i are invariant under changes of basis.
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By using the equations of Sec. IV 1 it can be readily realized that applying the similarity transformation of Eq. (47)
to the matrix φi is equivalent to transform the corresponding embedding vector |Φi〉 as follows:

|Φi〉 −→ L̄emb†
i |Φi〉 . (90)

Consequently,

〈Φi| Ĥemb
i |Φi〉 → 〈L̄emb†

i Φi| L̄emb†
i Ĥemb

i L̄emb
i |L̄emb†

i Φi〉
= 〈Φi| Ĥemb

i |Φi〉 , (91)

i.e., 〈Φi| Ĥemb
i |Φi〉 is invariant under changes of basis. Note that this is expected, as Eq. (47) was constructed in

order to keep the value assumed by LSB invariant.

3. Imposing the symmetries on |Φi〉

Using the equations of Sec. IV 1 it can be verified that from the symmetry conditions [Eqs. (62) and (65)] it follows
that

[γ̄in, Ĥ
emb
i ] = 0 ∀n = 1, .., hi , (92)

where hi is the order of the group ḠRi, and the operators γ̄in are defined as

γ̄in ≡ ḡRin ⊗ UPH
tḡ†Rin U

†
PH ∀g ∈ ḠRi , (93)

and constitute a representation of the symmetry group ḠRi in the embedding Hilbert space. Similarly, it can be
verified that the symmetry condition [Eq. (57)] can be rephrased in terms of the vectors |Φi〉 as follows:

γ̄in |Φi〉 = |Φi〉 ∀n = 1, .., hi . (94)

Note that using Eq. (94) we can readily construct the projector Pi onto the subspace of symmetric embedding states.
For discrete groups, in particular, the projector over the symmetric states can be represented as follows:

Pi ≡
1

hi

hi∑
n=1

γ̄in . (95)

Let us now apply the equations derived above to characterize the groups of rotations, which are particularly relevant
in practice. We observe that if ḠRi is a group of rotations then all of the elements ḡin, see Eq. (57), can be represented
as in Eq. (84):

ḡin = ei
∑
αβ[

∑3
k=1 θ

k
inJ

k
iαβ]F †iαFiβ , (96)

where Jki are the generators of the rotations in the corresponding single-particle space. Since Jki are traceless, using
Eq. (84) we deduce that the corresponding representative γ̄in acting on the embedding space can be represented as
follows:

γ̄in = ei
∑
αβ[

∑3
k=1 θ

k
inJ

k
iαβ] [ĉ†iαĉiβ+f̂†iαf̂iβ] , (97)

that is a rotation acting with the same Lie parameters θkin both on the ĉ and on the f̂ degrees of freedom.
It is also interesting to observe that Eq. (75) can be deduced as we did for the groups of rotations from the condition:[

φi, e
∑Mi
α=1 F

†
iαFiα ξ

]
= 0 ∀ ξ , (98)

which amounts to enforce the assumption that φi can couple only states with the same number of electrons. In fact,
Eq. (84) enables us to represent Eq. (98) as follows:

ei
∑
a ξMi e−i

∑
αβ ξ [ĉ†iαĉiα+f̂†iαf̂iα] |Φi〉 = |Φi〉 ∀ ξ , (99)

which is equivalent to Eq. (75).
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As we have shown above, the lowest-energy eigenspace of Ĥemb
i is the basis of a representation of the (R, i) point

group of the system, see Eq. (93), which is presumably irreducible. If the so obtained ground state is such that
Eq. (94) is automatically verified, then it is not necessary to restrict the search of the ground state of Ĥemb

i to the
subspace of symmetric states. Indeed, in several cases we found convenient not to impose the symmetry conditions
[Eq. (94)] (or to impose them only for a subgroup of ḠRi). The reason is that, even though applying to Ĥemb

i the
projector over the symmetric states effectively reduces the dimensionality of the problem, in some case this operation
compromises considerably the sparsity of its representation. In general, the most convenient option depends on the
specific system considered. This technical detail will be discussed further in Sec. V A.

V. SOLUTION OF RISB LAGRANGE EQUATIONS

For later convenience we define the projectors Πi over the single-particle (R, i) local subspaces. The symbol f will
indicate the Fermi function.

A. Variational setup

In order to take into account the symmetry conditions, see Eqs. (57)-(59), and the fact that ∆pi, λ
c
i and λi are

Hermitian matrices, we introduce the following parametrizations:

∆pi =
∑
s

dpis
this (100)

λci =
∑
s

lcis his (101)

λi =
∑
s

lis his (102)

Ri =
∑
s

ris his (103)

where the set of matrices his is an orthonormal basis of the space of Hermitian matrices with dimension Mi satisfying
the symmetry conditions:

[gRin, his] = 0 ∀ḡRin ∈ ḠRi , (104)

and dpis, l
c
is and lis are real numbers, while ris are complex numbers. The above-mentioned orthonormality is defined

with respect to the standard scalar product (A,B) ≡ Tr
[
A†B

]
. Note that from the definitions above it follows that∑

ab

([λi]ab + [λci ]ab) [∆pi]ab =
∑
s

(lis + lcis) d
p
is ≡ (li + lci , d

p
i ) . (105)

As discussed in the previous section, the subspace VE
i of symmetric embedding states |Φi〉 is identified by Eqs. (75)

and (94). Let us assume that we have calculated for each i a basis of VE
i :

BE
i ≡ {|ΦiS〉 |S = 1, ..., DE

i } , (106)

where DE
i is the dimension of VE

i . Within these definitions, any symmetric embedding state can be expanded as
follows:

|Φi〉 =

DE
i∑

S=1

ciS |ΦiS〉 ∀ |Φi〉 ∈ VE
i , (107)

where ciS are complex numbers.
In order to take into account the symmetry conditions of |Φi〉 it is sufficient to pre-calculate the following objects:

U iSS′ ≡ 〈ΦiS | Ĥ loc
i [{ĉ†iα}, {ĉiα}] |ΦiS′〉 (108)

N iab
SS′ ≡ 〈ΦiS | f̂ibf̂

†
ia |ΦiS′〉 (109)
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M iaα
SS′ ≡ 〈ΦiS | ĉ

†
iαf̂ia |ΦiS′〉 , (110)

which are the representations in the basis BE
i of the “components” of Ĥemb

i projected within the subspaces VE
i of

symmetric states. In fact, using these definitions, we can express the matrix elements of Ĥemb
i as follows:

〈ΦiS | Ĥemb
i |ΦiS′〉 =

∑
aα

[Di]aα M
iaα
SS′ +

∑
ab

[λci ]ab N
iab
SS′ + U iSS′ . (111)

Note that the representations [Eqs. (109) and (110)] are very sparse if BE
i is made of Fock states. It is for this

reason that, as anticipated at the end of Sec. IV 3, in several cases it is convenient not to impose all of the symmetry
conditions of |Φi〉 in order to work in a Fock basis — even though doing so increases the dimension DE

i of the problem.
From now on we will define “variational setup” the set of matrices his, see Eqs. (101)-(103), and the objects

represented in Eqs. (108)-(110). In our current implementation the variational setup is pre-calculated and stored on
disk before to solve numerically the RISB Lagrange equations.

We point out that if the RISB method is applied in combination with LDA (LDA+RISB) it is necessary to store
separately the representations of the quadratic components of Ĥ loc

i (crystal fields) and the quartic part (interaction),
as the crystal fields change at each charge iteration.

B. Gauge-invariant Lagrange Equations

It can be readily shown that the saddle-point conditions of LSB, see Eq. (40), with respect to all of its arguments
provides the following system of Lagrange equations:

1

N

[∑
k

Πif
(
RεkR† + λ

)
Πi

]
ba

= [∆pi]ab (112)

1

N

[
1

Ri

∑
k

ΠiRεkR† f
(
RεkR† + λ

)
Πi

]
αa

=
∑
c

[Di]cα [∆ip (1−∆ip)]
1
2
ac (113)

∑
cbα

∂

∂dpis
[∆pi (1−∆pi)]

1
2

cb [Di]bα[Ri]cα + c.c. + [l + lc]is = 0 (114)

Ĥemb
i [Di, λci ] |Φi〉 = Eci |Φi〉 (115)[
F (1)
i

]
αa
≡ 〈Φi| ĉ†iαf̂ia |Φi〉 −

∑
c

[∆ip (1−∆ip)]
1
2
ca [Ri]cα = 0 (116)[

F (2)
i

]
ab
≡ 〈Φi| f̂ibf̂

†
ia |Φi〉 − [∆pi]ab = 0 . (117)

Note that the projectors Πi appear in Eq. (113) because derivatives are taken with respect to the matrix elements of
the block matrices η, λi and Ri, and that Eq. (105) has been used to obtain Eq. (114). The partial derivative with

respect to dpis of [∆pi (1−∆pi)]
1
2 can be calculated semi-analytically in several ways, see, e.g., Ref. 4.

A possible way to compute the solution is the following [3]. (I) Given a set of coefficients ris and lis, we determine
the corresponding matrices R and λ using Eqs. (102) and (103), and calculate ∆pi using Eq. (112). (II) We calculate
Di by inverting Eq. (113). (III) We calculate the coefficients lcis using Eq. (114) and the corresponding matrix λci using

Eq. (101). (IV) We construct the embedding Hamiltonian Ĥemb
i and compute its ground state |Φi〉, see Eq. (115),

within the subspace identified by Eqs. (75) and (94). (V) We determine the left members of Eqs. (116) and (117).
The equations (116) and (117) are satisfied if and only if the coefficients ris and lis proposed at the first of the steps
above identify a solution of the RISB Lagrange function.

In conclusion, we have formulated the solution of the RISB equations as a root problem for a function of (ris, lis),
which can be formally represented as follows:

F(r, l) ≡ (F1(r, l), ...,Fnc(r, l)) = 0 (118)

where nc is the number of atoms within the unit cell and

Fi(r, l) ≡
(
F (1)
i (r, l),F (2)

i (r, l)
)

= 0 ∀i . (119)

Eq. (118) can be solved numerically, e.g., using the quasi-Newton method. We remark that, as pointed out in
Ref. 1, each component Fi of the the vector-function F can be evaluated independently through the numerical steps
outlined above.
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C. Restarting calculations in the presence of a symmetry-breaking perturbation

Let us consider a generic RISB Hamiltonian Ĥ defined by the parameters εk and H loc
i , see Eq. (34), and assume

that it is invariant with respect to the point groups Gi (a point group for each atom i within the unit cell).
In Sec. III we have shown that the symmetry conditions to be satisfied by the RISB variational parameters depend

on the representations Ḡi of Gi, see Eq. (56). Using these representations, in Sec. V A we have introduced: (i) the
set of matrices his, see Eqs. (101)-(103), and (ii) the tensors U , M and N represented in Eqs. (108)-(110). These
objects constitute the so called variational setup, and encode all of the symmetry conditions to be enforced on the
RISB variational parameters.

In summary, the input parameters defining the RISB Lagrange equations of Ĥ, see Eqs. (112)-(117), are the
following: (1) the parameters of the Hamiltonian εk and H loc

i , and (2) the above mentioned variational setup. For
later convenience, let us make these dependencies of Eq. (118) explicit as follows:

Fεkhis;Ui,Ni,Mi(r, l) = 0 . (120)

Note that H loc
i does not appear explicitly in Eq. (120), as all we need in practice is its projection within the space of

symmetric embedding states, which is encoded within the variational setup tensor U i.
As anticipated at the end of Sec. III C, the fact that the gauge-invariant Lagrange function is explicitly covariant

under changes of basis makes it easier to solve systems constituted by a main term with high symmetry and a smaller
perturbation breaking part of it. In this section we derive a convenient method to solve this problem.

We consider a Hubbard Hamiltonian represented as

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + δĤ , (121)

where Ĥ0 is invariant with respect to the point groups G0
i , while δĤ is a “small” perturbation invariant only with

respect to the subgroups Gi ⊂ G0
i . Consistently with Eq. (121), the parameters defining Eq. (34) are represented as

εk = ε0k + δεk (122)

H loc
i = H0 loc

i + δH loc
i . (123)

Let us represent schematically the “unperturbed” Lagrange equations as follows:

Fε
0
k

h0
is;U

0i,N0i,M0i(r
0, l0) = 0 . (124)

Since Ĥ0 has (by assumption) more symmetries than the full Hamiltonian, the Lagrange equations represented by
Eq. (124) are simpler to solve. The reasons are the following. (1) The number of symmetric matrices h0

is — which is
equal to the dimension of r0 and l0 — is smaller. This reduces the number of evaluations of [Eq. (124)] necessary to
solve the root problem. (2) The dimension of the tensors U0i, N0i and M0i is smaller. This reduces the computational
coast of calculating the ground state of Ĥemb

i , which is generally the most time consuming operation necessary in
order to evaluate the function [Eq. (124)].

It is important to observe that, thanks to the covariance of the RISB Lagrange equations, the space generated by
h0
is is a well defined subspace of the space generated by his, see Eq. (120). Consequently, Eq. (124) can be viewed as

an approximation to the restriction of Eq. (120) within a subspace of (r, l), where

δF ≡ Fε
k

his;Ui,Ni,Mi −Fε
0
k

h0
is;U

0i,N0i,M0i (125)

is presumably small if δĤ is small. Thanks to this observation, we can use the solution of the unperturbed problem
[Eq. (124)] as a starting point for the quasi-Newton solver, thus speeding up the solution of the root problem in the
presence of δĤ, see Eq. (120).

VI. OTHER NUMERICAL ADVANTAGES OF THE GAUGE-INVARIANT FORMULATION

In this section we discuss a few more differences between the numerical solution of the gauge invariant RISB
Lagrange functions [Eq. (40)] the Lagrange function of Ref. 1, which amounts to fix the gauge in which ∆p is diagonal
(natural basis).
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In order to illustrate these differences, let us write explicitly the saddle point conditions of the natural-basis Lagrange
function of Ref. 1:

1

N

[∑
k

Πif
(
RεkR† + λ+ η

)
Πi

]
ba

= 0 ∀a 6= b (126)

1

N

[∑
k

Πif
(
RεkR† + λ+ η

)
Πi

]
ba

=
[
n0
i

]
ab

(127)

1

N

[
1

Ri

∑
k

ΠiRεkR† f
(
RεkR† + λ+ η

)
Πi

]
αa

= [Di]aα
√

[n0
i ]aa

(
1− [n0

i ]aa
)

(128)

[
n0
i

]
aa
− 1

2√
[n0
i ]aa

(
1− [n0

i ]aa
)
[∑
α

[Di]aα [Ri]aα+c.c.

]
δab − [λi+λ

c
i ]ab = 0 (129)

Ĥemb
i [Di, λci ] |Φi〉 = Eci |Φi〉 (130)[
F (1)
i

]
αa
≡ 〈Φi| ĉ†iαf̂ia |Φi〉 − [Ri]αa

√
[n0
i ]aa

(
1− [n0

i ]aa
)

= 0 (131)[
F (2)
i

]
ab
≡ 〈Φi| f̂ibf̂

†
ia |Φi〉 −

[
n0
i

]
ab

= 0 . (132)

Note that also in the natural-basis gauge-fixing formulation of the RISB method the numerical problem amounts to
solve a root problem represented as in Eq. (118). However, as we are going to show, the gauge-invariant formulation
presents several numerical advantages.

The most important advantage of the gauge-invariant formulation, which was already mentioned in the main text,
is that, while the number of independent variables defining R and λ, — which are the arguments of the root problem
[Eq. (118)] to be solved — is identical in the two approaches, within the gauge-invariant formulation there exists
a manifold of physically equivalent solutions, which are mapped one onto the other by gauge transformations, see
Eq. (42). The above-mentioned multiplicity of solutions effectively reduces the dimension of the root problem, and
turns out to considerably speed up convergence by reducing considerably the number of evaluations of Fi necessary
to solve it.

Another important advantage of the gauge-invariant formulation is that it is not necessary to solve numerically
Eq. (126), which consists in applying the natural-basis gauge fixing. Note that when the method is applied within the
framework of LDA+RISB this operation can be very time consuming. In fact, since the single-particle Hilbert space
contains also the uncorrelated orbitals, the matrix εk has generally a relatively large dimension.

VII. SUPPLEMENTAL DETAILS ABOUT ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF UO2

A. Parametrization Slater-Condon Interaction

As discussed in the main text, in our calculations of UO2 we employed the following parameters for the Slater-
Condon local interaction: U = 10 eV , J = 0.6 eV . Here we clarify the how these values were used to parameterize the
Slater integrals.

As discussed in Ref. 5, for f -electrons the Coulomb U and Hund’s J parameters are related with the Slater integrals
as follows: U = F 0, and J = (286F 2 + 195F 4 + 250F 6)/6453. Following Ref. 5, in our work we assumed the following
ratios between the Slater integrals, which are known to hold with good accuracy for f -systems: F 4/F 2 ' 0.668,
F 6/F 2 ' 0.494. These conditions enable us to express all of the Slater integrals in terms of only U and J .

B. Procedure of Averaging over the Crystal Field Splittings (CFS)

In our DFT+RISB calculations we have fully taken into account both spin orbit and CFS. However, as discussed
in the main text, in order to evaluate the importance of the CFS we have compared our results with those obtained
by “averaging over the CFS”. For completeness, here we describe in detail the averaging procedure.
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As discussed above, our approach to solve the RISB mean field equations, see Eqs. (112)-(117), consists in a root
problem in the parameters (R, λ), which encode the RISB self-energy as follows [1]:

Σ(ω) = −ω I −R
†R

R†R
+

1

R
λ

1

R†
. (133)

In particular, this procedure requires to solve recursively the “embedding Hamiltonian” [Eq. (78)], which is an impurity
model where the bath has only the same dimension of the impurity.

The details of the above-mentioned procedure of “averaging over the CFS” is defined as follows.

1 The above-mentioned root problem is solved by restricting the search of parameters (R, λ) assuming that
[R,J] = [λ,J] = 0, where J = L + S is the total angular momentum. Thus, both of the averaged matrices are
diagonal and have only 2 independent components labeled by the corresponding eigenvalues of J2, i.e., 5/2 and
7/2.

2 Similarly, the left members of Eqs. (112) and (113) are fitted (at each iteration) to an isotropic form, i.e., to a
form diagonal with only 2 independent components labeled by 5/2 and 7/2 (which is equivalent to assume that
the environment of the impurity of the embedding Hamiltonian is isotropic).

3 Also the “on-site energies”, i.e., the quadratic part of the U-5f local Hamiltonian (which is incorporated in
the impurity component of the embedding Hamiltonian [Eq. (78)] and is determined by LDA) is fitted to an
isotropic form at each iteration. Note that this amounts to neglect the splittings of the on-site energies due to
the crystal fields.

Physically, the averaging procedure described above amounts to assume that the U-5f degrees of freedom of each
U atom can be approximately treated as if their environment was isotropic — which would be the case if the CFS
were negligible. As discussed in the main text, the comparison between the full calculations and those obtained by
“averaging over the CFS” enabled us to clarify that the taking CFS into account is essential in UO2, as the averaging
procedure results into a description of the electronic structure which is unphysical in many respects — such as the
pattern of orbital differentiation of this material.

As discussed in the main text, in order to investigate the physical origin of the importance of the CFS, the
calculations were repeated also by performing the averaging procedure only over the impurity levels of the impurity
Hamiltonian, see the point (c) above. The fact that performing the averaging procedure only on the on-site energies
did not affect sensibly the result of our calculations enabled us to deduce that the underlying reason why the CFS
are important in UO2 concerns the hybridization mechanism between the U-5f and O-2p degrees of freedom, and not
the consequent splittings of the on-site impurity energy-levels, which are, in fact, very small in this material.

C. Calculation Orbital Occupations of Table I of main text

Here we point out that the physical occupations reported in Table I of the main text were calculated directly from
the RISB wavefunction [Eq. (18)] as follows.

Let us consider the density-matrix operators:

ρ̂αβ ≡ c†RiαcRiβ ≡
∑
AB

[F †iαFiβ ]AB |A,Ri〉〈B,Ri| , (134)

where the matrices Fiα and the operators |A,Ri〉〈B,Ri| were defined in the main text. Within the operatorial RISB
representation derived in this work, similarly to Eq. (32), the operators ρ̂αβ can be represented as follows:

ρ̂αβ ≡ c†RiαcRiβ −→
∑
AB

[F †iαFiβ ]AB
∑
n

Φ†RiAnΦRiBn . (135)

The expectation value of the above operators with respect to the mean-field wavefunction [Eq. (18)] is given by:

〈ΨSB|
∑
AB

[F †iαFiβ ]AB
∑
n

Φ†RiAnΦRiBn |ΨSB〉 = Tr
[
φiφ

†
i F
†
iαFiβ

]
, (136)

which is entirely expressed in terms of the SB amplitudes.
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Figure 1. (Color online) Zero temperature LDA and LDA+RISB total energies (upper panel) and corresponding pressure-
volume phase diagrams compared with the room-temperature experiments of Ref. 6 (lower panel).

Note that, since φ†i and φi do not commute,

Tr
[
φiφ

†
i F
†
iαFiβ

]
6= Tr

[
φ†iφi F

†
iαFiβ

]
. (137)

Consequently, the physical occupations represented in Eq. (136) are not directly related with the so-called quasi-
particle occupations appearing in Eq. (20).

D. Energetics UO2

In the upper panel of Fig. 1 are shown the LDA and LDA+RISB total energies E(V ) obtained at zero temperature
for U = 8 eV and U = 10 eV . The corresponding pressure (P-V) curves, obtained from P (V ) = −dE/dV , are shown
in the lower panel in comparison with the experimental data of Ref. 6 (which were obtained at room temperature). As
anticipated in the main text, we observe that the P-V curve (and, in particular, the equilibrium volume) is essentially
identical for U = 8 eV , as changing U results in an energy shift that is essentially volume independent. The agreement
with the experiment is remarkably good with both of the values of U considered.

E. Full matrix quasi-particle weights UO2

For completeness, below we report the complete representation of the matrix of quasi-particle weights Z = R†R of
the U-5f electrons in the basis [Eq. 16] of the main text:

ZΓ8
=



|Γ(1)
8 , 5/2,+〉 |Γ(2)

8 , 7/2,−〉 |Γ(1)
8 , 5/2,−〉 |Γ(2)

8 , 7/2,+〉 |Γ(2)
8 , 5/2,+〉 |Γ(1)

8 , 7/2,−〉 |Γ(2)
8 , 5/2,−〉 |Γ(1)

8 , 7/2,+〉
0.1079 0.2952 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.2952 0.8073 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0.1079 0.2952 0 0 0 0

0 0 0.2952 0.8073 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0.1079 0.2952 0 0

0 0 0 0 0.2952 0.8073 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1079 0.2952

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2952 0.8073
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ZΓ7
=


|Γ7, 5/2,+〉 |Γ7, 7/2,−〉 |Γ7, 5/2,−〉 |Γ7, 7/2,+〉

0.9244 0.0125 0 0

0.0125 0.9489 0 0

0 0 0.9244 0.0125

0 0 0.0125 0.9489

 ZΓ6
=

|Γ6, 7/2,+〉 |Γ6, 7/2,−〉
0.9515 0

0 0.9515



Because of the Schur lemma, the states belonging to inequivalent representations are not coupled by the self energy
(and, consequently, by Z). Note that, as discussed in the main text, the off-diagonal matrix elements of Z coupling
5/2 and 7/2 states are not negligible.

F. Single-particle density matrix UO2

Below we report the complete representation of the single-particle density matrix ραβ = 〈c†αcβ〉 of the U-5f electrons
in the basis [Eq. 16] of the main text:

ρΓ8 =



|Γ(1)
8 , 5/2,+〉 |Γ(2)

8 , 7/2,−〉 |Γ(1)
8 , 5/2,−〉 |Γ(2)

8 , 7/2,+〉 |Γ(2)
8 , 5/2,+〉 |Γ(1)

8 , 7/2,−〉 |Γ(2)
8 , 5/2,−〉 |Γ(1)

8 , 7/2,+〉
0.468 0.018−0.059i 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.018+0.059i 0.026 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0.4678 0.018−0.059i 0 0 0 0

0 0 0.018+0.059i 0.026 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0.468 0.018−0.059i 0 0

0 0 0 0 0.018+0.059i 0.026 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.468 0.018−0.059i

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.018+0.059i 0.026



ρΓ7
=


|Γ7, 5/2,+〉 |Γ7, 7/2,−〉 |Γ7, 5/2,−〉 |Γ7, 7/2,+〉

0.067 0.007−0.001i 0 0

0.007+0.001i 0.035 0 0

0 0 0.067 0.007−0.001i

0 0 0.007+0.001i 0.035

 ρΓ6
=

|Γ6, 7/2,+〉 |Γ6, 7/2,−〉
0.020 0

0 0.020



Note that, because of the Shur lemma, ρ has the same block structure of the matrix Z.
We point out that the numbers reported in Table I of the main text correspond to the diagonal elements of the

matrix ρ in the basis that diagonalizes Z (that is not the same basis that diagonalizes ρ).

G. Many-body configuration probabilities UO2

In Fig. 2 are shown the eigenvalues of the local reduced density matrix ρ̂f of the U-5f electrons — which is formally
obtained from the full many-body density matrix of the system by tracing out all of the degrees of freedom with the

exception of the 5f local many-body configurations of the U atoms. As in Ref. 1, ρ̂f is represented as e−F̂ /Tr[e−F̂ ], and
the corresponding eigenvalues (configuration probabilities) are displayed as a function of the corresponding eigenvalues
fn of F̂ (entanglement spectrum). In the insets is shown also the histogram of occupation probabilities:

PN ≡ Tr
[
ρ̂f N̂f

]
, (138)

where N̂f is the number operator of the U-5f states. The so obtained histogram is very similar for the 2 values of
interaction strength U considered.

Note that, because of the crystal field splittings, the eigenstates of ρ̂f generate irreducible representations of the
double O point group of the U atom, whose transformation properties are represented in Fig. 2 using the Koster
notation.
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Figure 2. (Color online) Configuration probabilities of the eigenstates of the local reduced density matrix ρ̂f ≡ e−F̂ /Tr[e−F̂ ]

of the 5f electrons shown as a function of the eigenvalues fn of F̂ at Veq ' 41 Å/f.u. for 2 different values of U . The labels of
the irreducible representations and their respective degeneracies are expressed using the Koster notation. The corresponding
occupation probabilities Tr

[
ρ̂f N̂f

]
are shown in the insets.

Consistently with previous theoretical [7–9] and experimental [10, 11] studies, we find that the most probable local

configuration is a f2 Γ5 triplet, which has probability P f
2

Γ5
∼ 0.8 according to our calculations. We point out that the

f2 many-body space contains 12 Γ5 representations. Consequently, the above-mentioned most probable eigenspace of

ρ̂f , that we name V f
2

Γ5
, can not be determined exclusively by its symmetry properties, but has to be calculated. For

completeness, here we report the explicit representation of the states spanning V f
2

Γ5
in the Fock basis generated by

the single-particle states defined in Eq. 16 of the main text:

{|α〉 |α = 1, .., 14} ={
|Γ(1)

8 , 5/2,+〉, |Γ(2)
8 , 7/2,−〉, |Γ(1)

8 , 5/2,−〉, |Γ(2)
8 , 7/2,+〉, |Γ(2)

8 , 5/2,+〉, |Γ(1)
8 , 7/2,−〉, |Γ(2)

8 , 5/2,−〉, |Γ(1)
8 , 7/2,+〉,

|Γ7, 5/2,+〉, |Γ7, 7/2,−〉, |Γ7, 5/2,−〉, |Γ7, 7/2,+〉, |Γ6, 7/2,+〉, |Γ6, 7/2,−〉
}
. (139)

Within the following notation:

|Γ5, n〉 =

14∑
α=2

α−1∑
β=1

Mn
αβ c

†
αc
†
β |0〉 , n = 1, 2, 3 , (140)

the states |Γ5, n〉 are specified by the following coefficients:

M1
21 = −0.004 + 0.042i

M1
3β = (0, 0)

M1
4β = (0, 0, 0.005− 0.01i)

M1
5β = (−0.154 + 0.25i, 0.03− 0.049i,−0.074 + 0.808i, 0.008− 0.085i)

M1
6β = (0.012− 0.019i,−0.004 + 0.006i, 0.012− 0.134i,−0.002 + 0.021i,−0.005 + 0.01i)

M1
7β = (0.097− 0.195j,−0.01 + 0.021i,−0.154 + 0.25i, 0.03− 0.049i, 0, 0)

M1
8β = (−0.016 + 0.032i, 0.003− 0.005i, 0.012− 0.019i,−0.004 + 0.006i, 0, 0, 0.004− 0.042i)

M1
9β = (−0.016 + 0.171i, 0.007− 0.073i, 0, 0, 0.038− 0.061i,−0.016 + 0.026i, 0.012− 0.024i,

−0.005 + 0.01i)

M1
10β = (0.005− 0.06i,−0.002 + 0.022i, 0, 0,−0.013 + 0.021i, 0.005− 0.008i,−0.004 + 0.008i,
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0.002− 0.003i, 0)

M1
11β = (0, 0, 0.021− 0.041i,−0.009 + 0.018i,−0.009 + 0.099i, 0.004− 0.042i, 0.038− 0.061i,

−0.016 + 0.026i, 0, 0)

M1
12β = (0, 0,−0.007 + 0.014i, 0.003− 0.005i, 0.003− 0.035i,−0.001 + 0.013i,−0.013 + 0.021i,

0.005− 0.008i, 0, 0, 0)

M1
13β = (0.004− 0.008i, 0.001− 0.003i, 0.013− 0.021i, 0.004− 0.006i, 0, 0, 0.005− 0.06i, 0.002− 0.018i,

−0.007 + 0.014i, 0.004− 0.007i, 0.011− 0.017i,−0.006 + 0.009i)

M1
14β = (−0.013 + 0.021i,−0.004 + 0.006i, 0.003− 0.034i, 0.001− 0.01i, 0.007− 0.014i, 0.002− 0.004i,

0, 0,−0.011 + 0.017i, 0.006− 0.009i,−0.005 + 0.056i, 0.003− 0.030i, 0) (141)

M2
21 = −0.015− 0.007j

M2
3β = (0, 0)

M2
4β = (0, 0,−0.030− 0.034i)

M2
5β = (0.069 + 0.083i,−0.013− 0.016i,−0.279− 0.14i, 0.029 + 0.015i)

M2
6β = (−0.005− 0.006i, 0.002 + 0.002i, 0.046 + 0.023i,−0.007− 0.004i, 0.03 + 0.034i)

M2
7β = (−0.574− 0.655i, 0.061 + 0.069i, 0.069 + 0.083i,−0.013− 0.016i, 0, 0)

M2
8β = (0.095 + 0.109i,−0.015− 0.017i,−0.005− 0.006i, 0.002 + 0.002i, 0, 0, 0.015 + 0.007i)

M2
9β = (−0.059− 0.03i, 0.025 + 0.013i, 0, 0,−0.017− 0.02i, 0.007 + 0.009i,−0.07− 0.08i, 0.03 + 0.034i)

M2
10β = (0.021 + 0.01i,−0.008− 0.004i, 0, 0, 0.006 + 0.007i,−0.002− 0.003i, 0.025 + 0.028i,−0.009− 0.01i, 0)

M2
11β = (0, 0,−0.122− 0.139i, 0.052 + 0.059i,−0.034− 0.017i, 0.014 + 0.007i,−0.017− 0.02i, 0.007 + 0.009i, 0, 0)

M2
12β = (0, 0, 0.043 + 0.048i,−0.016− 0.018i, 0.012 + 0.006i,−0.004− 0.002i, 0.006 + 0.007i,−0.002− 0.003i, 0, 0, 0)

M2
13β = (−0.024− 0.028i,−0.007− 0.008i,−0.006− 0.007i,−0.002− 0.002i, 0, 0, 0.021 + 0.01i, 0.006 + 0.003i,

0.04 + 0.046i,−0.021− 0.024i,−0.005− 0.006i, 0.003 + 0.003i)

M2
14β = (0.006 + 0.007i, 0.002 + 0.002i, 0.012 + 0.006i, 0.004 + 0.002i,−0.042− 0.048i,−0.013− 0.015i, 0, 0,

0.005 + 0.006i,−0.003− 0.003i,−0.019− 0.01i, 0.01 + 0.005i, 0) (142)

M3
21 = 0.018 + 0.001i

M3
3β = (0, 0)

M3
4β = (0, 0,−0.013− 0.006i)

M3
5β = (−0.513− 0.280i, 0.101 + 0.055i, 0.35 + 0.011i,−0.037− 0.001i)

M3
6β = (0.039 + 0.021i,−0.013− 0.007i,−0.058− 0.002i, 0.009 + 0.000i, 0.013 + 0.006i)

M3
7β = (−0.244− 0.117i, 0.026 + 0.012i,−0.513− 0.280i, 0.101 + 0.055i, 0, 0)

M3
8β = (0.04 + 0.019i,−0.006− 0.003i, 0.039 + 0.021i,−0.013− 0.007i, 0, 0,−0.018− 0.001i)

M3
9β = (0.074 + 0.002i,−0.031− 0.001i, 0, 0, 0.126 + 0.069i,−0.053− 0.029i,−0.03− 0.014i, 0.013 + 0.006i)

M3
10β = (−0.026− 0.001i, 0.01, 0, 0,−0.044− 0.024i, 0.016 + 0.009i, 0.01 + 0.005i,−0.004− 0.002i, 0)

M3
11β = (0, 0,−0.052− 0.025i, 0.022 + 0.010i, 0.043 + 0.001i,−0.018− 0.001i, 0.126 + 0.069i,−0.053− 0.029i, 0, 0)

M3
12β = (0, 0, 0.018 + 0.009i,−0.007− 0.003i,−0.015, 0.006,−0.044− 0.024i, 0.016 + 0.009i, 0, 0, 0)

M3
13β = (−0.010− 0.005i,−0.003− 0.001i, 0.044 + 0.024i, 0.013 + 0.007i, 0, 0,−0.026− 0.001i,−0.008,

0.017 + 0.008i,−0.009− 0.004i, 0.036 + 0.02i,−0.019− 0.01i)

M3
14β = (−0.044− 0.024i,−0.013− 0.007i,−0.015,−0.004,−0.018− 0.009i,−0.005− 0.003i, 0, 0,

−0.036− 0.02i, 0.019 + 0.01i, 0.024 + 0.001i,−0.013, 0) . (143)

We observe that the remaining probability weight, which is not negligible, is distributed mostly among f3 configu-
rations, whose Koster symbols are displayed explicitly in Fig. 2 for the most probable multiplets.
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